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I. Voices in Counterpoint

A. Proverbs: Moral mastery over the chaos

We come to our third and final message in this short series examining 
The Way of Wisdom, from the three books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Job. 
Derek Kidner calls these three canonical books “Voices in Counterpoint.”2 
Proverbs lays the foundational truths that introduce us to the gift of wisdom 
and its upright ways in a wayward world. Those who will freely submit to 
the rigors of her discipline will be led to her storehouse of adequacy and 
sweet success (Prov 2:7). Wherever her ships sail, they leave behind a breath-
taking wake of moral beauty, holy order and wholesome relationships. 

B. Ecclesiastes: Celebrating joy in the midst of chaos

But lest we become complacent in our neatly ordered world, along comes 
Qohelet’s unsettling voice. For him, the conventional wisdom of Proverbs is 
indeed the place to begin, but by itself, it is not adequate for the whole jour-
ney. It does speak the truth, but not the whole truth. There is only so much 
order you can bring to the world. There will always be a certain amount of 
chaos, risk, uncertainty, mystery and injustice. So we must learn to live with 
that tension. Any obsession for perfection is but a “striving after wind” to 
secure a future that is not ours to secure.

And then we are painfully reminded that all the order and beauty that 
we have accomplished will one day be forgotten because of that great leveler 
known to us as death. But, lest we be discouraged, Qohelet advises that, 
rather than attempting to master the chaos in our lives, we ought to spon-
taneously embrace the joy of the moment. This is the gift of God to us – a 
radical word for those who live in a materialistic world that toils endlessly 
and refuses to rest. So with flagrant honesty this sage forces us up the moun-
tain, often against our will, to take in a more comprehensive view. Placing 
these two books together, we might consider Proverbs comparable to our 
high school education, while Ecclesiastes offers us our B.A. degree. 

C. Job: Meeting God in total chaos

Like most college graduates soon discover, however, even these hard won 
degrees only take them so far. If Qohelet urges us to take joy in the mo-
ment, what do you do when you are swallowed by a tidal wave of chaos that 
violently steals every ounce of your joy? What school prepares you to face 
the death of a child? In August of 2004, I received an e-mail from a good 
friend in Romania, Marcelus Suciu. Marcelus had spent five years in our 
congregation and was like a son to many of us. He went to back to Romania 
and married Manu, the daughter of a poet. Manu gave birth to a beautiful 
little girl, Ema. Doctors told them that Ema had a fatal disease and could 
expect to live only months. Marcelus wrote: “The moment of no return has 
arrived. A long journey is waiting ahead for my Manuela and I. Perhaps two 
journeys. They both have to do with climbing two mountains – one is much 
lower and smaller than the other. Mount Moriah, massive and high, is far in 
the distance, and the sacrificial altar is waiting. The other one is a hill, much 
closer to home and is called Golgotha. What happens at the end or during 
these journeys no one knows. All I know is that God promised to never leave 
or forsake us. ‘It is perhaps not in the destination but in the journey.’”

At times like this we begin to question whether the core values we based 
our lives on were just a figment of our own imagination. If someone had 
said to me after my daughter died, “Rejoice in the moment,” I would have 
responded with a primal scream. We need another sage who will take us to 
even greater heights, where the air is thin, the heights deafening, and the 
elements threatening. Out of the darkness comes a third voice, that of Job. 

Now it is time for graduate school. Job’s voice rings out in categories be-
yond Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. Unlike those books, where sages give advice 
within the viewpoint of the creation, Job flatly refuses to offer advice. No 
advice will get us to the top of this mountain. It is beyond words.

The only route to understanding is raw experience. Instead of advice, 
we are invited to enter into the drama of the story. You have to strap your 
boots on, hitch your karabiner to Job’s rope, and ascend heights you never 
dreamed possible, in weather conditions that could unhinge the universe. 
There is no other way; there are no short cuts. Within the narrative story we 
encounter competing poetic dialogues of clashing viewpoints that are the 
most challenging, innovative and impassioned in the Bible. In one line of 
poetry, Job expends as much oxygen as a climber gasping for air on Everest. 
It is exhausting work. But our author is more than a sage and poet, he “is 
also a prophet who peers with a lofty view into the heavenly court (chs. �-2, 
42), then descends like an angel to tell us what no other mortal, including 
Job, saw and heard.”3  

This combination of poetry and narrative is a clue that the book is just as 
concerned about the nature of Job’s journey in becoming wise, as it is about 
the troublesome issue it addresses, namely, How can a good and just God 
allow the innocent to suffer? Do you want to be wise? Then we are invited 
to take the journey and traverse through the various stages of wisdom. In 
the end, as Waltke observes, “The book of Job book instructs those who are 
committed to establish justice in this world to persevere and to mature even 
when God himself appears to be unjust.”4 

The date of the book is difficult to determine, but because of the many 
details that correspond to patriarchal times, Job could perhaps be considered 
one the earliest books in the Bible.

II. The Structure of Job

I.  Prologue (in prose): introduction to Job’s misfortune �:�-2:�3

II. Dialogues of heated disputation       3:�-3�:40

  A.  Job’s opening cry: (3:�-26)

  B.  Three cycles of speeches with his “friends”   (4:�-26:�4)

  C.  Job’s closing soliloquy framed by two oaths   (27:�-3�:40)

III.  Elihu’s four speeches    32:�-37:24

IV. YHWH’s questions and Job’s responses  38:�-42:6

V. Epilogue (in prose):     42:7-�7

Job is vindicated, his friends are rebuked, the covenant community is  
 reconciled, and Job’s fortunes are restored.

Janzen notes:

The book, then, moves from idyllic beginning through catastrophe and a 
vast dialectical terrain back to an end which is a transformed version of 
the beginning. The dialogues traverse the landscape of human experience 
in all its shifting lights and topographic variety, along with similar variet-
ies of human opinion both orthodox and heterodox, conventional and 
novel, prudential and reckless. The shape of the book thus corresponds 
to the shape of the Christian canon, which begins with an idyllic creation 
story suffused with light and charged with blessing, moves through ca-
tastrophe and along a vast canvas of universal and particular history, and 
arrives finally at an end imaginatively envisaged as a transformed version 
of its beginning (Rev 2�-22).5 
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III. Summary of the Story

There was a man in the land of Uz whose name was Job; and that man 
was blameless, upright, fearing God and turning away from evil. (Job 
1:1 nasb)

The story begins by introducing us to a man named Job,6 one of the 
“dwellers in the East.” The setting, outside of Israel, “long ago and far away,” 
gives the book a universal appeal as it probes the deepest questions that 
plague us as humans. Job is depicted as the supreme example of covenant 
faithfulness to the Lord. The term “blameless” does not imply sinless perfec-
tion, but rather a singular focus and complete trust that gives integrity to 
one’s life. Job fears God both as an individual and as the head of his home. 
He turns from evil (Prov 3:7) and, as a priest over his family, celebrates life as 
a gift from God and prays for his children (�:5). As a loyal covenant partner, 
God has blessed him profusely (�:2-3), rewarding him with abundant life 
and blessing. These opening verses validate all that Proverbs teaches about 
the earthly rewards of wisdom (Prov 3:�-�0).

From that Eden-like scene we are transported into the heavenly court 
of divine council. God singles out Job for praise to Satan, who charges that 
Job’s loyalty is based on self-interest, for God has put a hedge about him.

Then Satan answered the Lord, “Does Job fear God for nothing? Have 
You not made a hedge about him and his house and all that he has, on 
every side? You have blessed the work of his hands, and his possessions 
have increased in the land. But put forth Your hand now and touch all 
that he has; he will surely curse You to Your face.” (1:9-11)

God submits to the challenge. On one tragic day, Job’s life is shattered, 
as messenger after messenger storms into his home to tell him the tragic 
news of a chain of calamities that culminates in the death of his children. 
Receiving the news, Job mourns deeply, but still maintains unwavering trust 
in his God.

Then Job arose and tore his robe and shaved his head, and he fell to the 
ground and worshiped. He said,

“Naked I came from my mother’s womb,
And naked I shall return there.
The Lord gave and the Lord has taken away.
Blessed be the name of the Lord.” 
Through all this Job did not sin nor did he blame God. (1:20-22)

In the next scene we are transported back to the heavenly court, where 
God repeats his praise of Job. Satan challenges God to put Job through the 
ultimate test: “afflict his body and watch him curse you!” God agrees, still 
maintaining a hedge of protection around Job, that his life must be pre-
served. Job is afflicted with an insidious skin disease. He finds his only relief 
in a broken piece of pottery to soothe his constant itching. So deplorable is 
his condition, his wife cannot even stand to look at him. She takes on the 
adversarial role and encourages him to renounce his faith. But though that 
faith is weakening, it remains intact, and “In all this Job did not sin with 
his lips” (2:�0), though we are left to wonder what might be going on in his 
heart (cf. �:5). The prologue closes with the arrival of Job’s three friends who 
come from afar to sympathize with and comfort him. They enter into his 
condition and remain with him in silence for seven days. 

After seven days, Job breaks the silence and erupts with a bitter diatribe 
against his own life, cursing the day he was born and the night he was con-
ceived. His fiery outburst takes his friends by surprise, setting off flaming 
missiles of rhetoric that become more volatile and explosive with each vol-
ley. Job’s friends came to comfort and console, not to participate in false 
accusations against the Almighty. For them, God upholds his moral order, 
rewarding good and punishing evil; therefore Job must repent of his sin and 
he will be restored to his former good fortune. Blinded by the narrowness of 
their orthodoxy, they flail away on Job’s open wounds, with little mercy or 
compassion. As the proverb states, “Like a thorn bush in a drunkard’s hand 
is a proverb in the mouth of a fool” (Prov 26:9 niv). So these “friends” leave 
behind a bloody trail of acrimony to get their points across. 

The rhetoric rages on in three cycles, each one more hostile and damag-
ing than the one preceding it. By the end, these so-called “friends” make 
up charges to sustain their arguments against Job (22:4-5). But Job has the 

final word. Despite being sick, tortured and exhausted, he refuses to com-
promise the truth for pious platitudes, and fortifies his position by taking 
two oaths (27:�-6; 3�:�-40). His first oath silences his accusers and gives him 
much needed space for his own personal reflection. Addressing himself in a 
soliloquy, he gives voice to the apparent inaccessibility of wisdom (28:�-28). 
The poem, a masterpiece of human longing, is sealed by a second oath. Job’s 
honesty drives him to desire death over compromise; he demands a hearing 
with God.

The debate is over. All the fury ends; the courtroom falls silent. Will 
heaven answer? “Resolution of the tension is delayed by the sudden appear-
ance of a new character … brash young Elihu the Buzite takes possession 
of the stage.”7 He claims to be “one perfect in knowledge” (36:4), for unlike 
Job’s three “friends,” he does not speak from observation or experience, but 
by the divine inspiration of the Spirit (32:8, �8; 33:4). Before we finally are al-
lowed to hear the voice of God we have to endure not one, but four lengthy 
speeches from this impetuous “college graduate.” His endless speeches, 
though colorful, add nothing new to the debate. Andersen labels Elihu’s 
speeches as “the last human word on the question, which is intentionally 
weak and turgid, in spite of its pretentious claims, contrasts with the final 
word from God, for which our author reserves his best talent.”8

Think of the omnipotent God silently waiting in the wings, with endless 
patience. Only after the final human word is spoken will he speak. Words 
coming out of silence are sacred. Amazingly, God does not give Job advice 
or answers; instead, he asks questions of his own. This existential encounter 
with the living God, and these penetrating questions, deconstruct Job’s view 
of the Creator and lead him to humble awe and repentance. 

The book concludes as it began, with a prose narrative (42:7-�7) in which 
Job is vindicated over his accusers. But only after he intercedes for them are 
his fortunes restored. The restoration is more than individual. It involves the 
entire covenant community: Job, his family, his friends, and their God. Gifts 
are brought, prayers are given, forgiveness extended, and the party goes into 
high gear, with one final parting touch. Job’s daughters, who are noted for 
their beauty, receive names, while their brothers do not. And, contrary to 
law (Num 27:8), they receive an inheritance – all to show that God’s restora-
tion is lavish and free from convention.

IV. Reflections on Job’s Journey

A. Why poetry?

Because of the way it engages our emotions and imaginations, poetry was 
the chosen mode of communication by the sages of the Ancient Near East. 
But for us living in the modern world, where “knowledge” is instantaneous, 
the thought of traversing through almost 900 verses of dense poetry is so 
daunting, we feel defeated before we even begin. But we need to realize that 
our transformation is found in the journey, not just the destination. Because 
of its density and evocative imagery, poetry engages and transforms us in 
ways no other form of speech does. Moshe Greenberg explains: “Through its 
compression, poetry allows stark, untempered expression that, while power-
ful in impact, awakens the kind of careful reflection that leads to the fuller 
apprehension of a subject. . . The poetry of Job is continually astonishing 
it its power and inventiveness. Its compression allows multiple possibili-
ties of interpretation, corresponding to the open, unresolved tensions in the 
author’s vision of reality. It is a beautifully appropriate vehicle for a writer 
bent on compelling us to see things in new ways.”9

So we need not be scared off by the poet’s way of speaking, or worried 
about the slow pace. Transformation is not measured by the speed of the 
ascent, but in our awareness of the new, breathtaking vistas that assault our 
senses with each new step.

B. Who are your sages?

The book of Job makes us ponder those we value as our sages. Who are 
the ones we look to as life-long mentors and wise counselors? Often the ones 
who make the press and are held up as models to emulate, people for whom 
life worked well and paid well: those who have made a legacy out of good 
choices and been handsomely rewarded for their hard work and sacrificial 
discipline; those who bring home the gold and announce, “Nothing can 
keep you from your dreams if you just work hard enough.” 

 Job
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There is nothing wrong with the rewards of good choices, but on the 
other hand, the wisest sages might be found among those whose faith stirs 
under stress and strain and suffer silently and alone. For them, so over-
whelming is the chaos there are no anchor holds. Their lot is difficult to 
explain – they don’t fit any of our categories – and yet, perhaps these are the 
ones for whom Satan has asked permission to “sift like wheat” (Luke 22:3�). 
And God takes up the challenge, giving their lives more dignity than they 
ever wanted. Their bodies of frail dust are transformed into a holy stage to 
test the goodness and beauty of covenantal love. While we often view them 
as deplorably weak and a constant burden, angels applaud in awe, while Sa-
tan gnashes his teeth in frustration. We can’t explain the chaos, but perhaps 
one touch of God in the midst of their chaos is worth more than all the gold 
we acquired with our good choices. So, who are your sages?

C. Who are your friends? 

The book of Job also speaks about friendship and the nature of cov-
enantal communities. Suffering always draws attention and brings friends 
out of the woodwork. Job’s friends begin as friends, coming from afar to 
identify with him. As good friends, they take his demeanor and posture and 
sit with him in silence. But as the stirrings within Job begin to erupt and he 
gives voice to the things he truly feels, their world is threatened to the point 
where they can no longer keep silent. They must silence the heresy. At this 
point, Job’s “friends” become his enemies, sacrificing every last vestige of 
the relationship to prove the “truth.” What they say is true, but it is not the 
whole truth. Totally insensitive to his condition, these “friends” afflict Job 
with more pain by their erroneous application of orthodox theology than 
the devil did with his violence. And yet, ironically, Job’s enemies are in some 
sense his friends in that they force him into the bedrock of his own integrity, 
and in the truth of his innocence he finds new freedom.

Standing from afar, the behavior of these friends appears almost surreal. 
But, speaking as a pastor, sadly it is all too familiar, especially when death 
is in view. Yet I must confess that over the last thirty years I have never wit-
nessed the pain caused by Job’s friends played out with as much intensity 
and absurdity as it was upon my friends, Marcelus and Manu, in Romania. 
I was stunned that a community that had endured persecution, prison, and 
even death under Ceausescu, could not embrace the suffering of an innocent 
little girl. No, there had to be a reason: generational sin, alcohol, lack of 
faith, whatever. With a rational reason you are in control, so if they couldn’t 
find a reason, like Job’s friends, they made one up to keep their “safe” worlds 
intact. Ema died in the end. Her death shattered everyone’s world. But Mar-
celus and Manu, like Job, found freedom in the honest truth of their own 
integrity.

We must never forget that our spiritual journey takes place in the context 
of “friends.” Although on the one hand Job detests their virtuous posturing 
and pious platitudes, on the other, it is these “friends” who unwittingly cata-
pult him “up the mountain” to meet with God. At the end of the story, after 
Job is vindicated by God and his friends rebuked, Job is not fully restored 
until he takes on the role of a priest and prays for his friends. Job’s new 
understanding is not just for himself, but is mandatory for all. Our spiritual 
journey is no private matter, for what God is after is a holy community. 
Therefore our greatest danger on the journey is turning away from the com-
munity and going it alone. So, who are your friends? Or better yet, are you 
a friend? Or are you an enemy?

D. What is the key to survival?

If we were to ask which one quality in Job sets him apart from his friends, 
in a word, it is honesty. Job is passionate about saying it like it is, or at least 
as it appears to be. He has no trouble expressing his feelings with those he 
knows will disagree, whether his friends or God. Job’s chief concern is pu-
rity first, then peace (Jas 3:�7). Such honesty can be disruptive to a “polite” 
person like Eliphaz, who “thinks that if he gets mad at God, God in turn 
will get mad at him and condemn him. So Eliphaz suppresses his anger and 
lives in continual, subconscious fear of divine wrath. He is like a hermit who 
prides himself on having no interpersonal hassles to upset his tranquil and 
ordered lifestyle.”�0 But, as Mason bluntly asserts, “The sort of faith that eats 
death for breakfast is not going to be piously preoccupied with the mainte-
nance of a saintly exterior.”��

Just how honest is Job? This man felt something deep within him that 
pushed him over the edge, something so deep that, if  he didn’t voice it, he 
might have gone crazy. As Von Rad points out, “The realization that in his 
suffering he was dealing with God was, as we have seen, not new. It was, 
however, both incomprehensible and unbearable that God should attack 
him, who was just, and seek to kill him with the blind rage of  an enemy.”12 

His anger has torn me and hunted me down,
He has gnashed at me with His teeth;
My adversary glares at me. 
They have gaped at me with their mouth,
They have slapped me on the cheek with contempt;
They have massed themselves against me. 
God hands me over to ruffians
And tosses me into the hands of the wicked. 
I was at ease, but He shattered me,
And He has grasped me by the neck and shaken me to pieces;
He has also set me up as His target. 
His arrows surround me.
Without mercy He splits my kidneys open;
He pours out my gall on the ground. 
He breaks through me with breach after breach;
He runs at me like a warrior. (Job 16:9-14)

“Here is a new tone which has never been sounded before: God as the 
direct enemy of men, delighting in torturing them, hovering over them like 
what we might call the caricature of a devil, gnashing his teeth, ‘sharpening’ 
his eyes and splitting open Job’s intestines.”�3 But, if raw honesty pushes Job 
dangerously close to the cliff of blasphemy, it also catapults his imagination 
into new horizons that have yet to be conceived by conventional wisdom. 
As is typical of lament poetry, once the poet gives full voice to his pain there 
often follows a new insight that takes him higher up the mountain. One of 
the most well known expressions is found in �9:25-27:

For I know that my redeemer lives,
and the last one will arise in behalf of dust,
and after I awake, things will come around to this:
From my flesh I shall see God,
whom I myself shall see on my side,
and whom my eyes shall behold, and not estranged. 
(Job �9:25-27, Janzen’s translation14)

Though the translation and interpretation of  this text is difficult, Janzen 
suggests that Job gives voice to a new insight that revolutionizes his prior 
understanding of  what it means to be “dust”: 

In conventional biblical understanding and experience, the “full circle” of 
human existence is indicated by Genesis 3:�9 and its thematic variations: 
“till you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; you are dust, 
and to dust you shall return.” But within Job’s imaginative envisagement, 
the “full circle” is differently conceived: not from dust to life and back to 
dust; but from life to dust and back to life. The circle is completed when 
the embodied living person, having suffered the calamity of death and 
disintegration into dust, becomes once again an embodied living person 
in renewed relation to God . . . The redeemer acts, and resurrection oc-
curs, to serve the restoration of the relation between Job and God. It is 
not simply life that Job hopes for. As the threefold repetition of verbs in 
the last three lines underscores (see, see, behold), Job’s hope reaches to-
ward a restored vision of God, a God no longer estranged from him.�5

If we refuse to be honest and instead bury our pain and contentions with-
in, we will be robbing ourselves of new insights, like the ones Job achieved. 
Honesty is the gateway to spiritual growth. And not only must we be honest 
with ourselves, we must also give others the freedom to be honest in their 
doubts and pain. In every family circle there is often the dominant “right” 
individual who possesses all the “right” thinking and “right” ways of doing 
things, but seldom allows a dissonant voice to be heard. So the question 
is, How are honest you? and how honest do you allow others to be in your 
circle of family and friends?

A Well-Managed Universe?



E. Why questions?

Questions play a vital role in Job’s journey and transformation. God’s 
leading question to Satan set this whole drama in motion. The dialogues 
are replete with questions – rhetorical questions, existential questions, and 
questions full of biting irony and sarcasm. So it should not surprise us that, 
at the pinnacle of the story, when Job is face to face with God, he does not 
get answers, but questions. How many? I reckon close to sixty alone in God’s 
first dialogue with him (38:�-40:2). These questions are not designed to elicit 
information or silence Job in the frailty of his humanity. Rather, they are 
designed to engage him in such a way so as to lead him into radically new 
ways of thinking about humanity, God, and the universe. These questions 
first break apart Job’s conventional framework of thinking and then recon-
struct a new one in its place. 

God’s litany of questions takes Job on a tour of the creation, especially 
that part that appears absurd, chaotic and pointless from mankind’s point 
of view. Waltke observes, “YHWH speaks from the whirlwind (38:�) – in 
the very chaos that troubles Job. By choosing that setting He prepares and 
reinforces the new insight into the dimensions of his created order, an order 
that does not fit neatly into humanity’s understanding of ‘good.’”�6 Why 
does God waste precious water by pouring it out in a wasteland, or provide 
prey for the voracious lion when it hunts? Or how is it that God delivers over 
innocent animals to ravens to feed their young when they cry to him? From 
man’s point of view, there is so much dark chaos in the creation, but God 
shows Job that it resides under his governmental rule and is bounded. To 
the sea, which represented chaos in the ancient world, he says, “Here your 
proud waves stop” (38:��). Waltke further explains, “God paradoxically both 
restrains and protects that which is hostile to human existence. The chaotic 
energy of the sea operates within strict limits. Nevertheless, it retains an ele-
ment of freedom within divine restraint and in that sense retains meaning in 
the scheme of the created order (38:��).”�7 

All these questions unravel Job and transform him with a new under-
standing about God’s inscrutable ways of governing the creation. The second 
discourse takes Job even higher into the complexities of the created order, 
showing him that God even uses the proud and wicked to serve his pur-
poses. And then with an extended trip into the ultimate zoo, God parades 
the power of two mythological, untamable creatures. Behemoth (40:�5-24) 
and Leviathan (4�:�-34) reign supreme in their respective zones of chaos, the 
wilderness and the sea. The point of this parade is one of analogy to show 
Job that, just as mankind cannot tame Behemoth and Leviathan, they can-
not fully tame the morally wicked (4�:34). Yet God rules them and controls 
them for his own purposes. 

So Job confesses his ignorance that God is quite capable in his sovereign 
power to use evil and chaos as part of his plan. “Mortals, who are restricted 
in their knowledge, may serve God through suffering in mystery, confident 
that it is part of his plan in which God retains control over all, including 
both good and evil.”�8

Consider how the book of Job prepared Jesus for his horrific passage 
through his final Passover to the dark hours on Golgotha. On that Friday, 
Evil would be allowed to freely exhaust itself on him. The devil played every 
violent card in his hand, but ironically, this vile creature became an unwit-
ting tool for our redemption. And, as Job affirms, there was a “hedge” about 
Jesus. Once his work was “finished,” only those who loved him were allowed 
to touch his sacred body. 

Such an understanding is hard to come by. Spiritual transformation is a 
painstakingly slow process. But perhaps today, if you listen for his voice in 
the silence, you will hear a question.

To conclude our study, I have invited Sarah Bozarth to share her story 
and poem of pain, loss, and restoration. I have also included a poem I wrote 
on her behalf. [See insert.]

� This sermon is dedicated to my dear friends, Marcelus and Manu 
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